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“we have been working with bentley since the first watergems release,” he
continued. “we found that watergems and watercad were great solutions for our
needs, and now with the addition of the hydrogen sulfide modeling component we will
be able to get even more out of our investment in the bentley software.” “watergems
v8i (selectseries 4) is an excellent solution for utilities to model complex and dynamic
water distribution systems,” said steve hovis, vice president, watergems. “its ability
to analyze systems and collect real-time field data in the same model allows users to
improve their pipeline asset management systems. this release will help them to
model different scenarios including storm events, and will help them understand how
their assets will perform under different system conditions.” prior to the availability of
the new release, utilities could not use the selectseries 5 software to collect data from
the field, in real-time, directly into their model. however, now by using the new
hydrogen sulfide module, utilities can build, check, and validate models, run model
simulations, collect field data, and generate reports directly from the scada system
using the opc communication protocol. this real-time data collection will be invaluable
in the detection of potential problems before pipe damage occurs, or the loss of
assets. sewergems v8i (selectseries 3) is a compact, easy-to-use software package
that was designed to solve a variety of water system design problems. with
watergems v8i (selectseries 3), users can design, analyze, and optimize water
distribution systems, virtually from initial concept through to design development and
operations. whether the application is for designing a new water distribution system,
retrofitting an existing system, or analyzing and optimizing a system, watergems v8i
(selectseries 3) provides industry-leading features to ensure that users get the most
out of their design and analysis efforts.
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watergems v8i (selectseries 3) is an industry-leading information modeling software
package for the analysis and design of water distribution systems. with a familiar and

easy-to-use interface, users can design and analyze water distribution systems
virtually from initial concept through to design development and operations.

watergems v8i (selectseries 3) features the following features: watergems v8i
(selectseries 3) is the only software that can create and analyze both surface water

quality scenarios and distribution system optimization scenarios. users can now
seamlessly transfer from one scenario to another, making watergems v8i

(selectseries 3) the only software that provides the unique ability to perform both
engineering and planning-related analyses. watergems v8i (selectseries 3) is also the
only software that has the ability to analyze pump curve curves and cost curves, as

well as perform pump curve curve and cost curve analysis. using watergems v8i
(selectseries 3), users can design, analyze, and optimize water distribution systems,
virtually from initial concept through to design development and operations. whether

the application is for designing a new water distribution system, retrofitting an
existing system, or analyzing and optimizing a system, watergems v8i (selectseries 3)

provides industry-leading features to ensure that users get the most out of their
design and analysis efforts. in addition, watergems v8i (selectseries 3) is the only

software that can create and analyze both surface water quality scenarios and
distribution system optimization scenarios. users can now seamlessly transfer from
one scenario to another, making watergems v8i (selectseries 3) the only software
that provides the unique ability to perform both engineering and planning-related

analyses. watergems v8i (selectseries 3) is also the only software that has the ability
to analyze pump curve curves and cost curves, as well as perform pump curve curve

and cost curve analysis. 5ec8ef588b
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